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Engines Affected: MEFI 4 Equipped Engines With an Oil Switch Failure or Intermittent Power
Reduction Mode
Recently there have been some isolated cases of engines going into power reduction. The problem appears
to be water or moisture entering the switch through the vent hole of the oil pressure switch (see drawing).
If you encounter a customer complaining of this type symptom, try to verify the concern. If the problem is
diagnosed as a defective switch, install a new oil pressure switch, part number R020015A, with the vent hole
indexed facing down. This will help reduce the chance of water or moisture entering the switch.
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Published by Pleasurecraft Engine Group Training Services. Pleasurecraft’s policy of continued improvement creates dated information and necessitates changes in procedures, specifications
and methods used in trouble shooting and repair. In the event you have any questions regarding any of our products, the most up to date information may be obtained by contacting our
service department to insure that any published information in your possession has not been updated. The information in the publication is believed to be true and correct at the time of
publication. This publication is for informational purposes only and does not constitute a guarantee or warranty or in any way change or modify the written warranty, which is attached to
PCM Products at the time of sale. The knowledge of this publication, the information revealed herein and/or the possession of this publication grants no license or authority to anyone
to perform any action or make any statement or commitment, beyond the specific instructions stated herein, in behalf of or in the name of Pleasurecraft Engine Group. It is the sole
responsibility of those using the information contained herein, to follow industry standard and common sense safety procedures when using the information contained herein and those
using the information contained herein agree to defend and hold Pleasurecraft Engine Group harmless in all cases where injury and/or damage may occur during the use and/or application
of the information contained herein.
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